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Human Identity Summit
Part 7
The Blast that Blows Open the Here-and-Now, #1
A forceful blast of introduction to clarity blows everything into wide open
clarity. These are three inseparable power-points:
1. Introduce clarity.
2. Rely on instinctive clarity.
3. Display immediate clarity power.
Living like this, each here-and-now presents no difficulty, and releases itself.
The power-charge of the Four Mainstays accelerates the recognition and
force of clarity in your own experience.
The authority of the introduction to clarity blows wide open the vast clarity
view, so that limiting descriptions do not take hold. First, stop thinking. A
bare openness remains. Not thinking, remain without thought. In that naked
view is an even registering of everything that appears in the here-and-now.
Next descriptions begin to arise and are due to bare clarity openness. The
descriptions are the surge of clarity’s power to exalt you and human society
with beneficial qualities and activities—clarity in all experience, complete
freedom in immediate perception.
The naked clarity view’s power is trained up to potent luminosity by
instinctively recognizing that all viewpoints are simply the super-surge of
clarity, regardless of description. The clarity view and viewpoints, inseparable
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like the sky and the color blue. Viewpoints that shine forth in naked clarity’s
view are the dynamic power of clarity itself, like very powerful light at high
noon filling the sky. The training up of clarity is similar to the light of dawn
developing into the full light of high noon. Upon initial introduction to clarity,
clarity is obvious right away; over time it grows brighter and brighter, simple
as that.
The force of this introduction to clarity delivers the sudden, sharp blasting
open of all points of view, a thorough blow. “Thorough blow” means
viewpoints are blown open fully, completely in indivisible instinctive clarity.
The seeming solidity, power and influence of reification (granting points of
view an independent nature) is blown open so as to get to the obvious reality
that is all ways present.
“Thorough blow” is explained with the example of blowing open an atomic
particle. An atomic particle can be blown open with a weak force such that
the power isn’t strong enough or quite complete and subatomic particles are
left as a hangover. Alternatively, the atomic particle could be blown up—
forced open—with one decisive force such that the atomic particle is
completely and definitely opened into super-pure, seamless energy and
power with no particle hangover, an entirely new but always present and
pervasive basic reality.
That kind of thorough blow is what is meant here; one that is doubtless,
unquestionably so. The term “thorough blow” means viewpoints are
decisively blown open, regardless of their description, so as to arrive directly
at their all-pervasive clarity power.
An infinitely increasing surge of clarity is spontaneously present, the binding
force of all viewpoints. Each here-and-now is ripe with all-potent dynamic
clarity, an infinitely increasing surge of expansive intelligence, prosperity and
generosity. Clarity’s dynamic benefit, a super-pure, seamless energy and
power are always already present.
Introduction to clarity—our super-identity—is a thorough blow, unleashing
open-ended power of clarity right now in everyday experience. Points of view
vanish into their basis, and the powerful clarity expanse which pervades
them is vivid—this is the introduction to unending clarity power.
Human Identity Summit: The Blast That Blows Open the Here-and-Now
Instinctive clarity is always-on.
1.

Write today’s training.

2.

What was life like before clarity’s thorough blow? What happened when you were introduced to
clarity? What was the clarity transition like for you, deeply and personally? What is it like now?
What is the value of the clarity blast in your own life right now?
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